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Never has there been so much choice or opportunity to enjoy 
cinema as there is today and in the last five years (and despite the 
unpredictability of British weather!) there has been an increasing 
appetite for outdoor or open air screenings across the UK.

Every year more and more outdoor screenings are taking place 
in a wide variety of locations and styles and on a wide variety 
of scales: from relatively simple one-off community shows to 
fully designed events series themed around particular films, 
such as Secret Cinema. There are as many different types of 
events as there are films to show. But what does it take to put 
on a successful outdoor screening?

This introductory guide will give you an overview of all the areas 
you need consider while planning your event. It should answer all 
your preliminary queries and concerns, but for further assistance 
it is advisable to seek professional help. See the ‘Other resources’ 
section for details of organisations who can offer more bespoke 
advice and support.

Motovun Film Festival, Croatia
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There are a number of things to think about when planning an 
outdoor screening:

Timing
The best timing depends on the time of year. Outdoor screenings 
can only sensibly start an hour after dusk so there is enough 
contrast for the picture to show on-screen; so films screened in June 
will necessarily have to start much later than in May or September. 
In June you might only be able to start at 21:00-22:00 and therefore, 
your screening may not finish until after 23:00. This may have an 
impact on your choice of location, especially if there are restrictions 
on your event licence (see the ‘Licensing’ section).

Location
With modern projection equipment, there are now very few 
locations in which you can’t screen films. From the grounds of 
castles and stately homes, through to clearings in woods or sites 
in old industrial buildings, the only real limitations are the owner’s 
permission and your creativity.

Whatever the location, there are some key things to remember: 
firstly, access for both the public and the event organisers. There is 
no point using an amazing location for a screening if it isn’t readily 
accessible for your audience or if it’s impossible to get the required 
equipment in. You also need to think about access for ancillary 
requirements: power (whether via a single or three phase cable or 
a generator), toilets, and parking and lighting for the audience to 
safely leave at the end.

Other physical considerations include noise: Is the location on a 
flight path? Are there nearby residents who may be disturbed by 
the sound of the film or the audience leaving late at night?

Sometimes the location can inspire what film you show: for instance, 
Jaws screened on beaches; or The Blair Witch Project in a wood.

Sometimes, the location can itself aid the physical set-up for your 
screening. For example, a space with a slight incline creates a 
natural rake for your audience; and natural tree enclosures help 
create a sound and light barrier.

SUNSET TIMES

LINK

https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/uk
https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/uk
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Challenges

Weather
The great British weather is one of the biggest challenges. Apart 
from the risk of water getting into electrical equipment, rain can 
cause issues with mud and drying out the screen for the next event. 
On top of equipment issues, wet weather is obviously unappealing 
to audiences and any event suppliers, such as caterers, beer tents 
and side stalls.

Wind can also be an issue. The biggest challenge in windy 
conditions is securing the screen. Although screens are anchored 
down, there is an upper limit at which point they are unsafe to 
operate. The wind can also cause the movement of the screen, so 
the picture may move in and out of focus; and may interfere with 
sound from the speakers, including dialogue being blown off course.

Damp
Even if the weather is kind and it is a sunny evening, there will be issues 
relating to damp as the evening draws on, especially towards the end 
of the summer. It is therefore important to make sure that equipment 
is still protected. It is also important to bear this in mind when storing 
equipment, especially the screen, as there is a risk of mould forming. 
Take time to make sure the screen is dried out afterwards.

Insects
Moths can be an issue as by nature they head towards the light of 
the projector, as that will be the biggest and the brightest light in 
the area. There is not much that can be done, other than trying to 
keep them away. Use another light source to encourage the insects 
away from the projector, and have some compressed air available 
to blow them out of the way.

Barn Cinema, Dartington
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Technical considerations are as varied and complex as with an 
indoor screening. The location will likely dictate the best equipment 
to use. Here are some options to consider.

Playback
Playback options remain the same as with an indoor screening, namely 
DVD, Blu-ray or computer for playback, plus DCP or even 35mm.

More professional setups or bigger locations will use a full DCP kit, 
but other smaller outdoor cinemas use a small high end business 
laptop and DVD player. Others will use a media server and a large 
AV projector.

Projectors
As with selecting a projector for an indoor screening, there are as 
many variables for selecting one for an outdoor screening. With 
outdoor screenings the projector will need to be brighter than for 
indoor screenings as there will be a greater amount of light loss. 
Ideally the projector would have additional contrast as outdoor 
screenings will be impacted by other light sources. Projectors for 
outdoor use must also be more robust to allow for the environment: 
however, this may simply mean adding a case to a standard 
projector.

Whichever projector is selected it is really important to fully 
understand and be practised at the setup and operation of the 
projector, as there will not be much time available to do so in 
advance of an outdoor screening. There is nothing worse than 
struggling to get a good picture with an audience looking on. Practise 
with the equipment beforehand to get used to the different settings, 
so it becomes easy for you to set it up anywhere. If you are doing 
a one-off screening, get to know the projector in advance and if 
possible set up the projector the night before.

Projectors can be located in everything from purpose built 
projection rooms made out of scaffolding or porta cabins, through 
to the back of trailers or cars. The important thing is that it is 
stable, higher than the audience, and protected from the elements. 
(See page. 12 regarding front or rear projection).

A FULL DCP KIT

LINK

https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/how-to-start-a-cinema/technical-and-equipment-issues/#digital
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/how-to-start-a-cinema/technical-and-equipment-issues/#digital
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Screen
Approximately 99% of outdoor screenings take place on inflatable 
screens. This is in part because they are specifically designed for 
outdoor use and can cope with the wet and a reasonable amount of 
wind. Inflatable screens are also very quick to set up and take down, 
both of which are important for outdoor screenings. There are a 
variety of different size inflatable screens available to suit different 
size venues and locations.

Some screens require a constant supply of air to stay inflated, while 
others will stay more or less inflated on their own. However, it may 
still be necessary to top these up, partly because they are affected by 
temperature. The companies that provide inflatable screens all offer 
safety briefing documents, including what constitutes safe operating 
conditions. An anemometer will be needed to monitor wind speed to 
make sure the screen is being used within the designated margins.

PLEASE NOTE

You will need more than one person to help operate the screen.
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Inflatable screens must be anchored. If the screen is on grass, it can 
be stacked down using heavy duty spikes. If it’s on a hard surface, 
you may need to attach it to an appropriate fixed object or use 
weights, such as water tanks. This will add time and complexity 
to the setup, but is essential for the safe operation of the event as 
an inflatable screen can become a giant sail in the wrong weather 
conditions, and could cause serious damage or injury if uncontrolled. 
If the weather becomes severe, you must have procedures in place 
for derigging the screen for safety.

Although these days less common, another option is to build a 
screen; often by putting up scaffolding and hanging a screen from it. 
This works well in venues where there will be more than one or two 
evenings of films and there is time (and money) available to put 1up 
such a structure.
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Front or Rear Projection
There are two locations to project the film from: either in front of 
or behind the screen. A number of different factors dictate which 
is best; chiefly how much space is available behind the screen to 
set up your projector.

There are advantages and disadvantages to either approach.

Rear projection keeps the equipment out of the audience’s way and 
creates additional space for the audience to sit on the screen side. 
This makes it possible to keep all the projection and sound equipment 
in a van or trailer; providing protection from the elements for both 
the equipment and the operators. The downside to rear projection is 
that a lot of light can be lost by going through the screen. Don't forget 
that if you do rear project, you will need a rear projection screen.

Front projection is slightly easier to set up on the screen (especially 
focus) and less light is lost. It does mean, however, having to run 
cables around and through the audience area, and also having some 
system in place to keep the audience away from the equipment. 
Front projection also requires some kind of dedicated stand to sit 
the projector on. Other things to remember with front projection are 
the space the projector takes up; this is space where potentially the 
audience could sit, and by definition the best places to sit are where 
the projector is. Depending on the power and lens options available 
for the projector it can be at the back behind the audience, and 
people walking about during the screening and potentially getting 
in the way of the projector beam must be taken into consideration.

Your decision to use front or back projection will often depend 
on the location and venue in question and which is the best at the 
time. Sometimes a hybrid of the two can be achieved, where the 
equipment is all behind the screen and only the projector is in front.

Barn Cinema, Dartington
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Sound
Like projection, sound is both important but also dependent on 
location and your budget. Very few outdoor cinemas use 5.1 or 7.1 as 
it’s just too complicated to achieve. Usually, it will be a combination 
of stereo or stereo with a centre speaker to help with the dialogue. 
For larger venues, it’s quite common for additional speakers to be 
added along the length of the audience so that no matter how far back 
they are from the screen, they can hear the film. This often means 
having to add delay into the system. For the majority of the time the 
sound will go through a mixing desk to help with controlling the sound 
for the location. Audio is always a challenge outside as the weather 
will affect it, but also just adding volume will not help with clarity.

In a temporary or unusual location, it’s advisable to have spares and 
backups of all technical equipment, including the film that is being 
shown (ideally on a different medium) so that should an issue arise, 
you can either replace or switch as necessary. A selection of adapters 
for sound, picture and electric is also wise, along with a toolbox.

The complete kit
Some companies sell or hire the complete kit in a box for a fee, 
depending on your intended audience capacity. While you might 
have to compromise on some of the specifications, it’s a quick way 
of getting started and any of the items can be upgraded at a later date.

5.1 OR 7.1

LINK

https://www.dolby.com/us/en/technologies/dolby-digital.html
https://www.dolby.com/us/en/technologies/dolby-digital.html
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Seating
As well projection and sound quality, the ‘auditorium’ experience for the 
audience is very important.

How and where are the audience going to sit? Is the ground solid or grass? 
Will you provide seating or require people to bring their own? Do you have 
a theme for the seating, e.g. deckchairs on a beach? Moving seating around 
takes a lot of time and effort. Even 100 chairs that fold up can take hours to 
transport, unload, set up, pack and load up again.

How will you make the screening accessible and inclusive for disabled people? 
Are all areas fully wheelchair accessible, including toilets? Shape Arts have 
useful resources on their website about ensuring your events are accessible 
to all audiences.

Setup / Take Down
How much time will you realistically need to set up in advance and 
how much to clear it afterwards? The bigger the event, the more time 
and staff/volunteers you will need.

SHAPE ARTS

LINK

Cambridge Film Trust

https://www.shapearts.org.uk/News/accessible-events
https://www.shapearts.org.uk/News/accessible-events
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Health and safety is paramount for any event, but in a temporary 
and unusual location it is even more important. Here are some 
specific areas you should consider, with links to useful resources.

Risk Assessments
It is really important to do a risk assessment for your outdoor 
screening, especially if it’s a one-off event, or not in your usual 
location. The bigger and/or more complex your screening, the 
more complicated your risk assessment will need to be.

Many risks you need to think about are listed in the sections below. 
Risk assessments are living documents that should be constantly 
reviewed and updated. Have a look for all the potential risks at the 
location for your screening and work out how to remove or reduce 
them. If the event is fairly small, and you have experience of running 
other events then a shorter risk assessment will probably be fine. 
If the event planned is bigger and more complicated, and / or you 
are new to putting on screenings, a fuller assessment is required.

Cambridge Film Trust
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The links below provide access to some useful guides and publications 
offering free advice for running either outdoor events or events in 
unusual locations. Many of these provide templates and examples 
of risk assessments, along with further useful information.

As part of your risk assessment you should also think about fire. 
The government guide for fire safety risk assessments for theatres, 
cinemas and similar premises, although designed for permanent 
venues, provides lots of useful information to think about and will 
assist when thinking about Fire Safety precautions.

 › Cumbria County Council has a useful page with examples and a 
template for outdoor events

 › The HSE website has a large amount of information for event 
organisers.

 › The Association of British Theatre Technicians has produced 
a publication on providing safe performance spaces in non-
conventional spaces.

 › West Somerset Council has produced a guide on event safety 
for event organisers.

FIRE SAFETY RISK ASSESSMENT: 
THEATRES, CINEMAS AND 
SIMILAR PREMISES

LINK

CUMBRIA COUNTY COUNCIL

LINK

BRITISH THEATRE TECHNICIANS

LINK

HEALTH & SAFETY EXECUTIVE

LINK

WEST SOMERSET COUNCIL

LINK

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-risk-assessment-theatres-cinemas-and-similar-premises
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-risk-assessment-theatres-cinemas-and-similar-premises
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-risk-assessment-theatres-cinemas-and-similar-premises
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-risk-assessment-theatres-cinemas-and-similar-premises
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/events_calendar/eventsafetyinformation.asp
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/events_calendar/eventsafetyinformation.asp
http://www.abtt.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Non-Conventional-Theatre-Spaces-17-Aug-2017.pdf
http://www.abtt.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Non-Conventional-Theatre-Spaces-17-Aug-2017.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/event-safety/
http://www.hse.gov.uk/event-safety/
https://www.westsomersetonline.gov.uk/getattachment/Environment/Licensing/Event-Safety-Guide-for-Organisers-pdf.pdf
https://www.westsomersetonline.gov.uk/getattachment/Environment/Licensing/Event-Safety-Guide-for-Organisers-pdf.pdf
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Electrical
You must take extra care to protect all electrical 
equipment and supplies from the weather. 
All electrical equipment should be PAT tested. 
See more details in the resources on page 17.

Cables
Any outdoor event is likely to be a temporary 
set-up and as a result there are often 
more cables running around than normal, 
especially around projection. Consequently 
people may trip on them if they are not 
properly signposted or secured, especially 
when it gets dark. You should also ensure all 
cables are suitable for outdoor use.

Slips, trips, falls
Being outside there is likely to be a greater chance 
of slips, trips and falls taking place, especially if 
there is uneven ground or if there is inclement 
weather. Remember this risk will increase at 
the end of the screening when it is dark.

Fire/emergencies
Appropriate thought should be given to 
fire precautions, along with any other 
emergencies that may occur. There should 
be a plan for coordination between front of 
house staff and technicians in order to stop 
the film etc. if necessary. You should also 
consider routes of access for emergency 
vehicles, should the need arise.

Rubbish
Arrangements must be made to dispose 
of any rubbish generated, especially 
within public spaces.

Insurance
Additional insurance will be required, 
depending on the nature of the screening 
and the location that has been decided upon.

Security
Unlike being inside a building where there 
are walls and doors to stop people walking in 
during a screening, screening films outdoors 
is very different. How are you going to 
stop people without tickets watching the 
screening? How will you deter audience 
members from accessing backstage or 
projection areas?

Lighting
Think about how you will provide enough 
lighting for the audience to safely leave at the 
end of the screening. When they arrive it will 
be light, but they will leave in the dark, which 
will also feel darker following the recent light 
from the cinema screen. It’s important to 
ensure that the lighting comes on promptly at 
the end of the film. There must also be some 
minimal lighting throughout the screening so 
audience members can find the toilets, etc.

First aid
You may need to consider additional first 
aid requirements compared to a normal 
film screening.
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Extreme weather
Living in Britain we are all used to 
unpredictable weather extremes. You 
must plan for extreme weather, and where 
necessary the appropriate insurance found.

As before, inflatable screens have a maximum 
wind speed they can safely operate at. It is 
important that you know what this is and have 
an appropriate way to measure the speed. 
If there is any risk of the screen being blown 
away, then you need to take it down.

Heavy rain is bad for all the required 
equipment, especially if you are using 
generators to power it. However, it will also 
have an impact on the safe movement of 
the audience, whether they are walking 
or driving, along with the movement of 
equipment on and off site.

Communication/radios
You need several people to help run outdoor 
events and they may be spread over a 
considerable area, so think about whether 
you will need radios to communicate 
effectively with one another, especially 
in the case of an emergency.

Toilets
What toilets are you going to provide? Are 
they already attached to the location or will 
you need to hire them in? Don't forget you 
will need to signpost them if they are not 
obvious, and think about how far they are 
from the seating area.

Parking and transport
Do you have adequate parking and is it close 
to your screening location? Can people safely 
get to their cars to leave afterwards? Do you 
have any provision for disabled parking? 
Can people still drive away safely if the 
ground becomes wet?

Will people be using public transport to 
travel to the event? If so, speak to the police, 
the local highway authority and transport 
providers about external traffic and transport 
management around the event location.

If required, consult rail authorities and other 
transport providers about additional public 
transport services to accommodate the 
demands of your event.

Vehicle movements
As you are outdoors, there may be vehicles 
moving around to collect and drop off people 
or required items throughout your screening. 
Think about how you will manage this.
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There are licenses required for outdoor screenings. See the links 
below for information and advice on these:

Film copyright licence
You need a licence to screen any film publicly, even if you’re 
screening it for free. You need the permission from the copyright 
owner of the film you’d like to screen. See more details about film 
copyright licensing on the ICO website.

Film copyright licensing can be different for outdoor screenings, 
depending on the provider. Filmbankmedia have a useful page on 
film licensing for outdoor screenings.

Temporary Event Notices (TEN)
As well as permission from the film’s copyright holder you’ll 
also need a licence to put on a public screening (identified 
as ‘regulated entertainment’) from your local authority.

You can apply to your local authority for a Temporary Event Notice 
(TEN) if it is a temporary activity and you will be using premises for 
less than 96 hours. The Temporary Event Notice can licence you to 
both screen a film and to sell alcohol. See the government website

Harrow Council has an example of a Plan of Intent for an Outdoor 
Film Screening, including lots of information you may have to provide.

Alcohol Licence
Government Alcohol Licensing advice page GOVERNMENT ALCOHOL 

LICENSING ADVICE

LINK

HARROW COUNCIL  
FILM ON THE HILL

LINK

OUTDOOR SCREENING EVENTS

LINK

FILM COPYRIGHT LICENSING

LINK

Cambridge Film Trust

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/alcohol-licensing#temporary-events
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/alcohol-licensing#temporary-events
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/alcohol-licensing#temporary-events
https://www.harrow.gov.uk/www2/documents/s61956/Plan%20of%20Intent%20v%207.pdf
https://www.filmbankmedia.com/licences/stsl/stsl-outdoor-screenings/
https://www.filmbankmedia.com/licences/stsl/stsl-outdoor-screenings/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/what-licences-do-i-need/film-copyright-licensing/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/what-licences-do-i-need/film-copyright-licensing/
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Often outdoor events offer ‘added extras’ including food and drinks 
or curated elements such as side stalls, actors or other sources of 
entertainment; all in the name of creating an immersive experience 
for audiences. This doesn’t always require big theatrics, and can be 
effective even for smaller themed events. It’s all about imagination, 
innovation and thinking up a unique selling point.

Someone to do it for you
There are a number of companies who can either provide 
equipment or organise events for you.

PLEASE NOTE

The ICO does not recommend or endorse any particular companies  

Thank you
This guide was produced in partnership with Peter Knight..

LINKS TO OTHER GUIDES

SEE TECHNICAL & EQUIPMENT
FOR SOME EXAMPLES OF 
THESE COMPANIES

LINK

COMMUNITY CINEMA

BEGINNERS, STARTING A

HOW TO PROJECT FILMS FOR

TO SCREEN A FILM?

WHAT LICENSING DO I NEED

AND INFO

FILM RIGHTS LICENSING
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https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/useful-exhibitor-resources/technical-and-equipment/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/useful-exhibitor-resources/technical-and-equipment/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/screening-films-in-community-cinemas/how-to-project-films-for-beginners/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/advice-support/what-licences-do-i-need/
https://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/faqs/#film-rights-licensing-info
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ONLINE GUIDE

No. Hazard
SOMETHING WITH THE 

POTENTIAL TO CAUSE HARM

What could  
go wrong?

Who may  
be harmed?

Severity
IF IT HAPPENED HOW 

HARMFUL WOULD IT BE?

H / M / L

Likelihood 
HOW LIKELY IS IT THAT THIS 

HAZARD COULD HAPPEN

H / M / L

Control
WHAT IS DONE TO STOP 
OR REDUCE THE RISK

Risk Assessment Template Example

Event Location Date

THIS TEMPLATE CAN BE ADAPTED AS REQUIRED OR THERE ARE PLENTY OF ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE ONLINE.

H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
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No. Hazard
SOMETHING WITH THE 

POTENTIAL TO CAUSE HARM

What could  
go wrong?

Who may  
be harmed?

Severity
IF IT HAPPENED HOW 

HARMFUL WOULD IT BE?

H / M / L

Likelihood 
HOW LIKELY IS IT THAT THIS 

HAZARD COULD HAPPEN

H / M / L

Control
WHAT IS DONE TO STOP OR 

REDUCE THE RISK

1 Vehicle movement
Someone could be run 

over
Staff, 

Members of the Public
High Medium

No vehicles to move on site when open to the public.

All staff to wear high vis jackets when on site

Site wide speed limit of 5mph

2 Trips and Falls Tripping over cables
Staff,  

Members of the Public
Medium High

Make sure that all cables are secured using cable traps.

Make sure cables run away from people.

3 Weather High Winds
Staff,  

Members of the Public
High High

Know what the maximum wind speed should be for 
each piece of equipment or structure on site.

Measure the wind speed at regular intervals and if the 
wind gets too high then prepare to drop the relevant 

structure or screen.

4 Weather
Heavy Rain –  
slips and falls

Staff,  
Members of the Public

Medium Medium
All vehicles parked on hard standing.

Encourage people not to run around site 

Risk Assessment Template Example

THIS TEMPLATE CAN BE ADAPTED AS REQUIRED OR THERE ARE PLENTY OF ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE ONLINE.

H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

Event  Location  Date  Small Outdoor Film Screening Village Cricket Club 22nd October 2018


